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Introduction
We hope you find this booklet helpful as we come to the final preparation for
the summer GCSE examinations. We want all of our students to leave year 11
with the best possible results. Results that will not only enable them to take
the next step in their chosen career pathway but that they will be proud to
write whenever and wherever required for the rest of their lives.
For those students who are intending to continue their education beyond Sixth
Form to university then the GCSE results will form a very important part of the
application process. Most Universities will ask for at least a Grade 4 in English
and maths. For Science and Engineering some Universities will ask for
Grades 5 or 6 in English and maths. A number of medical courses will ask for
at least 5 Grade 8’s especially in English and maths.
If students enter Sixth Form without at least a grade 4 in English or maths
they will be required to attend the resit GCSE groups and spend some of their
curriculum time making sure that they gain these important qualifications.
If at any point in the revision or GCSE examination period you are concerned
or worried then please contact us – we will help whenever possible.

Revision techniques:
In 2013, research from four universities published a review of hundreds of
studies that explored the most effective strategies to lead to long-term
learning.
What works:
 Hard work gets grades. Students that spend at least two hours a night on
their homework/revision are statistically more likely to get better grades. It
is important that the students follow the homework/revision schedule set
by the teachers.
 Retrieval practice (the testing effect) requires students to answer a
question. It is proven to be the most effective revision strategy. Examples
of strategies used in retrieval practice are:
o Use flashcards (Quizlet) and testing applications to practise
recalling the information from topics.
o Use mind-maps, knowledge organisers, or Cornell notes to quiz –
read, cover, write. Students are aiming to recall all of the
information on the revision resource and should be able to
reproduce it.
o Answering short retrieval questions or multiple choice quizzes
 Spacing is another good revision technique that students must employ.
This involves learning a little information regularly, rather than trying to
learn a lot in a single day. Recent research has found that the use of
spacing resulted in a 10% to 30% difference in final test results compared
to students who did lots of cramming. Spacing out revision gives students
enough time to forget previously learnt information, meaning that when
this information is re-visited and re-learnt it is more likely to be transferred
to their long-term memory.
 Interleaving involves mixing up the topics the students study within a
given subject. Recent research has shown how effective this technique is:
those students who used interleaving performed more than three times
better if the test was more than a day later. Interleaving helps students
make links between different topics as well as discriminate between
different types of problems, allowing them to identify the most ideal
thought process for each.
The revision planner teachers set for homework incorporates the strategies
mentioned above.
What does not work:
Often the easiest strategies prove to be the most ineffective. The following
have all been proven by research to have little or no impact on learning:





Re-reading your notes
Highlighting your notes
Making summaries of your notes

Examples of effective revision activities
The following activities are all activities that have been proven to be effective
and will be central to the revision lessons and homework set.
Past papers are particularly useful as they are specific to the exams you will
be taking, rather than just general test questions. By doing past papers – most
of which are free online or available through your teacher – you can use
retrieval practice with content that is directly relevant to your studies and
exams. They should be completed later in the revision schedule when your
son/daughters have revised enough content.
Multiple choice tests can be particularly useful if you are at an earlier stage
of revision, as you don’t need to know the answer instinctively; you just need
to be able to recognise the correct answer from a set of options. This is still an
effective method of retrieval practice as you are responding to a question.
Essay answers may well be included in your past papers, but they are a
useful method of retrieval practice independently too. This is because they
require you to synthesise multiple pieces of information into fluent prose and
likely perform some analysis, which will improve retention more than merely
recalling isolated facts. In the early stages of the revision schedule your
son/daughter should “quiz” on the essay plan so they know what information
they should include on the essay question.
Answering a question aloud is a useful form of retrieval practice as replying
aloud makes you think about the information differently and make quick
connections under pressure.
Testing yourself with flashcards you’ve made yourself is great because all
the questions are directly relevant to your exam rather than being generic
questions about the topic. You know what you need to be tested on the most,
so you can tailor the questions to your weak spots while using retrieval
practice.
Having someone ask you questions lets your son/daughter discover how
well they understand the material, as they’ll need to explain it to you. Quizzing
your son/daughter multiple times on the same quiz helps them their memory
recall.

Make notes
The right-hand and larger of the two columns should be used to take notes
from the lesson. Students should ensure that these notes are concise and that
they are not simply writing down exactly what their teachers says but instead
summarising the most important concepts in their own words. This helps
ensure that they are deeply thinking about the topic.
Summarise
After each lesson or after the school day, students should summarise the key
takeaways from each lecture in the row at the bottom of the page. This allows
them to take another look at the material before they forget about it, and to
engage with it more deeply by figuring out the most important pieces of
information.
Ask Questions
As soon as the lesson finishes, students should write questions surrounding
the subject matter in the left-hand column. Writing questions is an important
part of this strategy, as it forces students to really consider the information
they have learnt.
Students should also use this column to record any important keywords or
equations.
Practice
When revising, students can then cover the right-hand column and try to
formulate answers to the questions and recall the subject matter related to the
keywords/equations written in the left-hand column.
For maximum effect, students’ answers should be given aloud, rather than in
their head, as this forces them to organise the information and make quick
connections. Both of these things increase the likelihood of the material being
successfully transferred to the long-term memory.

Dealing with exam stress
Self-talk: Recent research
demonstrated a link between high
levels of cognitive distortion and high
test anxiety, which together led to
lower exam results. Cognitive
distortions include catastrophising
(belief in the worst possible outcome
e.g. “I will fail all my exams”),
personalising (excessive attribution of
failure to self, for instance “I will not
pass this exam because I am a
failure”) and concentrating too much
on negative elements (for example, “I
will fail my exam because I could not
answer some questions”).
Therefore, to overcome test anxiety, these cognitive distortions need to be
overridden with positive and helpful self-talk where students focus on previous
exam successes.
Reframing: Exam anxiety boosts performance. It triggers the release of
hormones that boost energy supplies and enhances the brain’s effectivity.
Researchers have found that students who accept exam anxiety showed
lower levels of test anxiety and performed better in their exam. More
importantly, the positive effects of reframing are long lasting, decreasing test
anxiety in subsequent exams.
Prepare well: In one particularly study, researchers found that when students
felt underprepared they experienced higher levels of test anxiety and lower
levels of performance. Good preparation involves engaging with revision,
eating well and getting a good night’s sleep. It also includes avoiding
interacting with others who are also anxious, and instead engage in
conversation with calmer students.
Take Deep Breaths: Research has shown that by slowing your breathing,
you can reduce your heart rate, moving the body closer to a state of
physiological rest, allowing you to regain more control over your emotions.

What can I do to support my child?
Researchers reviewed 37 studies on the effects of parental behaviours and
attitudes on students’ grades. They sampled over 80,000 students and their
families. They then made suggestions as to what does and doesn’t work.

What can I do to support my child?
Make sure they don’t have their phone on them while they are working:

What can I do to support my child?
Make sure they get a good night sleep:

What can I do to support my child?
Make sure they eat breakfast:

Useful links:
https://revisionworld.com/gcse-revision/gcse-exam-past-papers
https://hegartymaths.com/
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
https://www.senecalearning.com/
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Student Share/English/Year 11 Revision
201920
In this folder there are a number of resources
and tasks to support your revision.
https://www.educake.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3
Student Share/English/Year 11 Revision
201920
In this folder there are a number of resources
and tasks to support your revision.
GCSE English Macbeth revision guide
GCSE English J&H revision guide
GCSE English Poetry revision guide
GCSE English An Inspector Calls revision
guide
https://www.educake.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3
https://hegartymaths.com/
https://corbettmaths.com/
(5 a day, worksheets, videos and practice
paper questions)
https://www.mathsgenie.co.uk/gcse.html
(questions by topic)
https://www.mathsgenie.co.uk/papers.html
(past papers)
https://mathsbot.com/
(variety of resources to help with revision)
Quizlet
Knowledge organiser booklets
Revision guides
Seneca learning
Homework booklets
MPOs prep
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CGP revision cards
https://mathsmadeeasy.co.uk/gcse-sciencerevision/
 https://revisionscience.com/gcse-revision
 https://www.s-cool.co.uk/
 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrkw2h
v
 https://www.my-gcsescience.com/
Sign up is free to access some excellent
resources and blogs
 https://studywise.co.uk/gcse-revision/
Student Share> History> Year 11 Revision
Materials
In this folder there are comprehensive tasks and
revision notes, hard copies of which have
previously been given to students
 GCSE AQA Geography revision guide
 Geography Knowledge Organisers: spare ones
are on student share, Geography.
 Revision PowerPoints for each topic. These are
available, on student share, Geography, GCSE
revision PowerPoints.
Worthwhile research starting points:
https://www.tate.org.uk
https://www.art2day.co.uk/
https://www.axisweb.org
https://www.pinterest.co.uk
 Quizlet
 Knowledge organiser
 Key term booklet
 Revision Guide (created and issued by Miss
Watkins)
 Hospitality and catering WJEC study and
revision guide: students to have their own copy
from February.
 Quizlet and quizizz for testing knowledge
retrieval.
 Hospitality and catering Knowledge Organisers:
spare ones are on student share/Food/ year 11
hosp and catering
 Revision PowerPoints for each AO and exam
style questions and answers. Available on:

student share/Food/-year 11 hosp and
catering/revision
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GCSE Computer Science pocket posters
revision guides
Knowledge organisers (Available on website
and staff share)
Quizlet tasks (Links can be found on
knowledge organisers)
https://www.computerscience.gcse.guru/
All resources are available in Student Share >
Computing > KS4 > Computer Science
Revision question banks
(To be distributed to students in Spring 1)
Quizlet
Knowledge Organiser
Pearson revision guide
Pearson workbook
Revision question banks (issued to students
in Autumn 2)
R081 Quizlet tasks
R081 revision guide
R081 revision question ban
Rhinegold Education OCR 9-1 GCSE
Revision Guide
CGP GCSE OCR - The Complete Revision
and Practice guide.
Practice listening questions with
accompanying tracks are distributed to
students in Spring 1.
Listening and quizzing homework tasks.
Knowledge organisers.
Quizlet
Knowledge Organiser
OCR revision guide
Revision question banks (issued to students
in Spring 1)
Revision resources available in student share
GCSE Pocket Poster Revision Guide
Knowledge Organisers (Available on website
and staff share)
Revision Cards





Revision question bank
(spring 2020)
All resources are available in Student Share >
Design > Product Design GCSE > GCSE
AQA Revision

Subject
Religious
Education

Exam board
AQA
(Specification
A)

Sports studies

Edexcel
(BTEC)

Revision resources
 AQA revision guide
 Quizlet
 Knowledge organisers
 Revision resources in Student Share:
Q:\RE\Year 11 Revision Material
 Quizzing on essay plans
 Knowledge Organiser
 Pearson revision guide
 Pearson workbook
 Revision question banks (issued to
students in Autumn 2)

